TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Now she was a WREN; and now she wanted to talk to me about
Toulon . . . We recalled, letting nostalgia rip for once, a day of
light-hearted happiness we had spent at Toulon, four of us again,
in April, 1938. The other two had been Humphrey and Rosemary
with whom I had gone on a wine-tour through France many years
before, at the time of the 1926 vintage, and then written a book
about it called "Bouquet", full of immature mistakes but still
holding some of the fun we had had, as a bottle of wine can hold
the taste of the grape long afterwards. In 1938 we planned to go
on a second wine-tour through Alsace and the Moselle country,
along the Rhine and down into the Palatinate; but the Anschluss
had made it inadvisable, so we went to Le Lavandou instead.
Humphrey's birthday was the occasion for a day in Toulon. I
forget whether we drove over or went by the absurd little railway
train that dashes along the coast on a single line; and at every tiny
halt with a bright fantastic name, stops by hurling itself at the
platform, hitting it, rearing back, and remarking with indomitable
intention to make die best of a daily job: "Tiens, les bons gens cjui
attendent le Train Bleu pour Toulon!"
Toulon was a good town where the spirit of celebration flourished
as though it were only natural to stroll about and amuse oneself,
exchanging greetings with dark French sailors, enjoying the spend-
thrift sun that streamed from the brilliant blue sky, and tie abundant
open markets and all the vivid Southern jolliness. I bought a pair
of striped blue-and-red espadrilles that happy day, as well as a
birthday present for Humphrey with "Toulon" on it in gilt, just
as it might have been "A Present from Margate*', though I doubt
if Margate would have been such a riot of colour and blaze of sun.
Toulon... Could one have foreseen the heart-breaking headline—
FRENCH SCUTTLE FLEET AS NAZIS SEIZE TOULON—
—Well, could one have foreseen it, what then ? The question
is rhetorical and silly.
But on Humphrey's birthday, all the great berths in the harbour
were gay and busy. We marvelled at the sight of the ships, as
landsmen do, on our way to the quayside restaurant further on and
a little way outside the town where we had been specially recom-
mended to go for a good dejeuner. But this particular restaurant
was entertaining a wedding-party whose hilarity and music over-
flowed out of every window and door; they welcomed us
courteously enough, intimating that our presence could only add
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